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ABSTRACT: The main focus of this paper is increase the efficiency of solar panel. "Renewable energy: Any energy 
resource that is naturally regenerated over a short time scale and derived directly from the sun such as thermal etc, 
indirectly from the sun such as wind, hydropower etc, or from other natural movements and mechanisms of the 
environment such as geothermal and tidal energy”. Solar energy is the most readily available source of energy. The 
solar energy is converted into electrical energy using solar panel. The solar energy is generated using solar panels from 
sun. Currently available solar panel does not absorb more sunlight from sun hence efficiency of solar panel is less. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Today’s world goes faster with their fast developing technology. Whole world is depend upon their technology. The 
main base of technology is depend on availability energy resources. There are many renewable energy resources 
present in nature like most important is SUN and AIR etc. Solar energy is depend on sun and Wind energy is depend on 
air. According to market economy, the increasing worldwide demand for energy, forces a continuous rise on the price 
of fossil combustibles. In fact, it is expected in the near future, that the demand for energy will grow faster than the 
finding out of new available fossil resources [1].Sustainable energy development requires three major changes [1] [2]: 
Energy savings at consumer level, [3] efficiency in production and [4] replacement of non-renewable by renewable 
energy resources. The cost is very important factor. The dependency of any technology on energy sources mainly 
depends on the following [5]: 
• Availability of energy resources 
• Environmental Implications 
• Cost effectiveness  

II. REVIEW OF SOLAR ENERGY 
 

Solar energy is the most readily available source of energy. It is also the most important ofthe non-conventional sources 
of energy because it is non-polluting and, therefore, helps inlessening the greenhouse effect [6].The global formula to 
estimate the electricity generated in output of a photovoltaic system is[7]: 
E = A * r * H * PR 
Where 
• E = Energy (kWh) 
• A = Total solar panel Area (m²) 
• r = solar panel yield (%) 
• H = Annual average solar radiation on tilted panels (shadings not included) 
• PR = Performance ratio, coefficient for losses (range between 0.5 and 0.9, defaultvalue = 0.75). 
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Fig.1 Solar Panel 
 

Government of India (GOI) has initiated many programs to achieve ambitious targets of producing over 1900 billion 
units of solar power annually, which is enough to meet theprojected demand of entire country in 2030 [8]. Ministry of 
New and Renewable Energies(MNRE) of GOI is working effective energy conservation and transformation processes 
since1981. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Total Energy Consumption 
 

In above figure the solar energy consumption is (Solar heating/cooling – 0.16%, Solar PV – 0.077% And Solar CSP – 
0.0039%). The solar energy consumption is low as compared to other energyconsumptions. The Traditional Biomass is 
top of the chart. 
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III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
A)CURRENTLY PRESENT OVERALL SYSTEM 

In figure the mirror is horizontal to solar panel due to this mirror increase the efficiency ofsolar panel but in summer 
days the mirror reflects more light and damage the solar panel [9]. The costof solar panel is high. The main focus of 
this paper is to overcome to this problem. 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Current System 
B) OVERCOME TO THE PROBLEM 
The system consist same things as compare to Fig3.1 but the different is this system does not consist whole solar panel. 
It consists of array of small solar panel with glass. Due to the damage problem the system consists of array of small 
solar plates. In above system the mirror generates heat but does not damage the solar plate because the mirror ability to 
damage is minimized. Division of system into array of Solar Panels kept in mirrored system increases the ability to 
generate high electricity.These system shows how to protect the solar panel from damage. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 New System 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The main focus of this paper is increase the efficiency of solar panel.Currently available solar panel does not absorb 

more sunlight from sun hence efficiency of solar panel is less.Due to the damage problem the system consists of array 
of small solar plates. Assume current solar panel absorb efficiency is 2% and when solar panel with glass then 
efficiency increases and it is 3% and when the division of system into array of solar panel is with glass then efficiency 
goes increasing to 4%. 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Result 

V. CONCLUSION  
 

Renewable energy technologies could reduce carbon dioxide emissions by replacing fossil fuels in the power 
generation transportation sector and Industry. Today electricity is very important we should not waste even a small 
resource of power.  The second figure increases the efficiency of solar panel it generates more electrical energy. It 
absorb more sunlight compare to current solar panel system. This system is more efficient as compared to existing 
system. It is important to use this renewable energy sources to develop the technology which can be used in future. 
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